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Abstract
Earth Coverage Antennas (ECA) belonging to LANDSAT8/OLI/TIRS is utilized for coverage of ground sites or land covers below Spacecraft. Earth observation system is a primary application of ECA. Earth Observation is needed for monitoring and adapting the global changes which may occur through environmental effects over land cover. Natural or human-induced disasters, weather, ocean, climate, land is need to be understood for adaption of global change. Classification of land cover images captured through Earth Coverage Antennas provide necessary information required for decision making. Application of land cover classification includes making report for land cover change, vegetation, prediction of environmental or climate issue, meteorology, etc. Present article explores application of supervised classification over land cover images captured through Landsat 8/OLI/TIRS with improvement in the visibility of Land Cover Surface by removing the obstacles like cloud and their shadows which are coming in between satellite and land surface. Supervised classification used in experimentation is Minimum Distance by using semi-automatic classification plugin (SCP) with QGIS. Accuracy assessment is done for evaluation of error and reliability of land cover classification. Accuracy Assessment of supervised classification applied over land cover includes calculation of Kappa Hat Statistics, UA (User Accuracy), PA (Producer Accuracy), Error of Omission and Error of Commission. Overall Accuracy seen in the derived Classification result and statistics is more desirable.
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1. Introduction
Antenna Systems are very important for earth observatory system, remote sensing, detecting and removing images to transmit and receive the signals and data[24] LANDSAT8/OLI/TIRS is a Remotely Sensed Earth Observatory System. It was launched on February 11, 2013. It carries the Operational Land Imager and the Thermal Infrared Sensor.
OLI is an Optical Land Imaging Sensor which is utilized for cirrus cloud detection and investigation over water Resources. Band1 and Band 9 are respectively used for this specific purpose. TIRS is Thermal Infrared Sensor whose functionality is acquiring data of resolution of 100 meter. OLI and TIRS are carried by spacecraft. GNE is Ground Network Element who receives data from ground station antenna from Spacecraft. MOE is Mission Operations Element which is having a capability of collecting and scheduling earth observatory scenes. DPAS is Data Processing and Archive System which is responsible for archiving data, data calibration, data processing and data distribution.
As it can be observed from Fig.1b. how data is collected with spacecraft and antenna systems.
Proposed system captures scenes of study area which are remotely sensed through LANDSAT8 /OLI/TIRS in different wavelengths. Images are acquired on different dates, so as to suppress the influence of clouds and shadows on ground surface.

Proposed method of cloud and shadow removal mainly focuses on pre-processing of Band-2 to Band-7 images of targeted land cover area using Atmospheric Correction, Classification of land cover with NDVI enhancement [6], Identification of value of cloud and shadow pixels with BQA, Reconstruction of a target image through reference images of same area. Supervised classification in remote sensing [3], supervises each pixel in an image. Known land cover type which contains values of pixel or spectral signatures related with every class is used as training sample and then whole image is classified using this pixel values or spectral signatures. Overlapping of classes should be avoided or it should be minimal.

Images of same area is captured for classification of land cover surface. Classification is mainly focusing on identification of different components available on Land Surface. Cloud and shadow pixels are identified from target image. These cloud and shadow contaminated pixels are replaced with reconstruction of an image through reference images of same area.

Accuracy assessment can be used here to evaluate pixels which are correctly classified with an error occurred by misclassification of a pixel. Experimentation is performed by using Semi Classification plugin in QGIS [29].

Fig. 2 (a) Illustrates effect of clouds and their shadows on Landcover surface captured with Landsat 8/OLI/TIRS [1], 2 (b) shows Classification of land cover surface 2 (c) shows Cloud and Shadow Mask prepared to remove cloud and shadow contaminated pixels from land cover surface and 2 (d) shows resultant image after removing cloud and shadow contamination pixels. As visibility of land cover surface is improved then applicability of image can be increased for various application such as observation of change of land cover detection.

Key contribution of paper is given below

- Acquiring Images of study area with different cloud coverages from LANDSAT8/OLI/TIRS in different wavelengths specifically in Band-2 to Band-7 and Quality Assessment Band (BQA).
- Conversion of DN to actual surface reflectance known as Atmospheric Correction of Band-2 to Band-7 images of targeted Land cover
- Application of Minimum Distance Algorithm to Classify targeted image into five classes.
- Enhancing Classification targeted image with NDVI calculation
- Removal of cloud and shadow pixels by using BQA of targeted image
- Reconstruction of a Target Image by using Reference Image.
- Accuracy Assessment of Classification result.

Present article is organized as follows. Architecture of Proposed system of an application of Supervised classification of Land Cover to generate Cloud and Shadow Mask to Remove Cloud and Shadow contaminated pixels with Reconstruction of Cloud and Shadow free Image is elaborated in Section 2. Downloading study area of land cover with different bands needed for identification of cloud and shadow contaminated pixels is shown in Section 3, Pre-processing of Landsat8 OLI/TIRS image is exhibited through 4, Essential tasks require to perform Supervised Classification are explained in Section 5. Section 6 Demonstrates Procedure of cloud and shadow masking. Removal and replacement of cloud and shadow contaminated pixels procedure is exhibited across section 7. Accuracy assessment report of classification result is shown in section 8.

2. Architecture of Proposed Method

Proposed method of “Classification of Land Cover Surface to detect and remove influence of cloud and shadow for improving the visibility of land cover” is elaborated in Fig. 3. Fig.3 exemplifies steps involved from downloading study area to generating mask needed for removal of cloud and shadow pixels.
Band wise images are needed to be downloaded from https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/. For Experimentation Images of study area are acquired on different dates with less, dense and no Cloud and Shadow Coverage in different wavelengths (Band-2 to Band-7 and BQA). Images are affected by atmospheric noise interference so; Preprocessing is required for Atmospheric Correction. After preprocessing Band-2 to Band-7 images are selected for further processing. Natural color composite and false color composites are required for classification process. ROI (Region of Interest) are selected from natural color composite and false color composite, are saved into training shape file. To observe spectral differences of ROIs for classification process; signature list is needed. Signature list collects spectral characteristics of different components identified for classification. Supervised Classification using Minimum Distance algorithm [8] is applied to classify land cover surface. Classification is enhanced with NDVI [6] calculation. BQA is used to identify pixel values related to clouds, shadows, clear area. These pixel values are selected from classification image so as to prepare Cloud and Shadow mask for each downloaded image from LANDSAT8 OLI/TIRS.

By using Cloud and Shadow Masks generated for all the scenes acquired on different dates are used for removal of clouds and shadows from classification Image.

3. Study Area

Study Area used in this experimentation is places around Bloomington. This city is known as “City of Trees”. Most of the city is covered with forests, rivers, with less construction, for classification purpose it will be useful to make different categories such as water, vegetation, soil and human made constructions etc. ‘Bloomington is located in the county seat of Monroe County in the central region of the U.S. state of Indiana’. Dataset is downloaded from https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/.

Details of Land Cover are as follows; Landsat Scene ID is "LC80210332017116LGN00", Output Format is "GEOTIFF", Spacecraft ID is "LANDSAT_8", Sensor ID is "OLI_TIRS", WRS_PATH is 21 and WRS_ROW is 33. [28]

Land cover shown in Fig. 4 (a) is acquired on 31-7-2017 with 10.15% cloud coverage. This one is a first targeted image, from which cloud and shadow pixel will be identified in the experimentation and then that contaminated area by cloud and shadow pixels will be replaced with the pixels from land covers acquired on 26-4-2017(Second Targeted Image) shown in 4 (b) and 29-4-2018(Reference Image) with 0.03% Cloud Cover shown in 4 (c). Same process will be applied on Second Target Image to remove cloud and shadow and reconstruction. Downloaded Images of Land Cover Surface needs to be pre-processed. Pre-processing for landsat8 bands of landcover scenes is described in next session.

![Fig. 4. Landsat Scene "LC80210332017116LGN00" through LANDSAT8/OLI/TIRS (a) Acquired on 31-7-2017 with 10.15% Cloud Cover (b) Acquired on 26-04-2017 with 3.42% Cloud Cover (c) Acquired on 29-4-2018 with 0.03 % Cloud Cover.]

4. Pre-processing of Landsat8 OLI/TIRS image

In remote sensing process, reflectance values captured through satellite or sensors are getting affected through interference caused by atmosphere. These values may create problems in further processing of these images therefore removal of atmosphere interference with reflectance values is necessary. This process of removing atmospheric interference to get actual reflectance of surface components is known as Conversion of DN to Surface Reflectance.

Satellite generated Digital Numbers (DN) represents Multispectral Image Information.
As it may be observed from Fig. 5. Energy from the outside view can affect thermal data received by sensor. Radiance is the energy received at satellite which is affected by outside energy, it depends on reflectance. Atmospheric Correction is a process to convert DNs to actual ground or surface reflectance.

Proposed system makes use of Dark Object Subtraction (DOS1) [4] to convert DN to surface reflectance of components available on Land Surface.

Fig. 6. (a–f) shows respectively Band 2 to Band 7 images received at sensor, with atmospheric interference. These captured images are darker due to effect of interference of atmospheric noise, so it is necessary to reduce atmospheric scattering effect. To remove atmospheric scattering, it is required to subtract dark pixels from band images. DOS1 is an image-based technique which works on strategy as of due to environmental effects, Dark Objects from captured images of satellite will provide more information of atmospheric scattering. DOS1 searches for dark pixel values and subtracts these values from each band to remove atmospheric scattering.

Fig. 6. Band Images before DOS1 (a) Band2, (b) Band3, (c) Band4, (d)Band5, (e) Band6, (f) Band7

Fig. 7 (a-f) shows Reflectance images of Band-2 to Band-7 respectively; with actual ground reflectance without any outside energy interfere, after application of DOS1.

Images obtained after execution of DOS1 technique are free of atmospheric scattering and can be utilized for further processing. Next section describes, way of applying supervised classification on reflectance images obtained.
5. Supervised Classification of Land Cover

Supervised classification [23] in remote sensing images to find material on ground surface as per their spectral signatures. After an application of supervised classification over remotely sensed image, it produces thematic map of ground surface.

Requirements of supervised classification of land cover are given as following

5.1. Land Cover

“Land cover is the observed (bio)physical cover on the earth’s surface”. Land cover is generally described by using Vegetation and human-made entities like constructions. Land is by its own is used to describe its surface which includes bare soil, Water Surface, bare rock.

In general, for classification of Land cover, the entities of land surface such as water, soil, vegetation and human made entities like built-up or various constructions are taken into considerations. As per the resolution of sensor classes can vary.
Fig. 8 shows images of land-cover of study area by using Band-4, Band-3, Band-2 create Color Composite of Red, Green and Blue (Fig. 8 (a). Natural Color Composite) and by using Band-5, Band-4, Band-3 create Color Composite of Near-Infrared, Red, and Green. (Fig. 8 (b). False Color Composite). With these Color Composites one can identify material over ground surface of landcover. Natural Color Composite is also called as true color composite. In False color composite, healthy vegetation is shown in bright red color, so it can be used to create ROI (Region of Interest) for vegetation class.

5.2. Create Training Shape File

To create classes of materials in land surface, it is essential to select different regions, this task can be completed by drawing ROIs in the form of polygons over different regions on natural color composite as well as false color composite. Selected ROIs are stored in training shape file. Band wise Spectral Signatures are calculated and stored in Signature List file.

Following ROIs created for classification of Land Cover as shown in Table 1. For experimentation purpose four classes are identified are Built-up which may include human made entities like various constructions, buildings, road etc., Vegetation regions are identified using Near Infrared Band which consists of grass, trees, gardens etc., Soil is a region where bare soil or bare rocks are seen over ground surface, Water region contains entities like waterbodies, small ponds, lakes, rivers etc. Regions which were left from classification are clouds and their shadows. These regions are classified as Unclassified region over Land Cover as they are not part of land itself.

5.3. Minimum-Distance Classification

Minimum Distance Classification [8][9] is used to assign a pixel to its nearest class. Mean vectors of each class is used for calculation of Euclidean distance of each unknown pixel with it. Following Equation specifies $d(x, y)$ which is Euclidean Distance between pixel’s spectral signature and spectral signature training area [27].

![Fig. 9. Classification Result with different Regions (a) false color composite (b) True color composite and (c) classification result.](image)
\[ d(x,y) = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x_i - y_i)^2} \]  

where:
- \( x_i \) = Image Pixel’s spectral signature vector;
- \( y_i \) = Training Area’s spectral signature vector;
- \( n \) = Total Bands of acquired image.

So, pixel is assigned to class with the basis on spectral signature which one is closer to it by using Euclidean Distance measure.

Fig. 9 Shows, after application of minimum distance classification algorithm, various regions of land cover are classified as per their spectral signatures according to their Euclidean Distance with nearest class. Fig. 9 (a) displays false color composite, Fig. 9 (b) is True color composite and Fig. 9 (c) is classification result.

Here, one can observe that as per the classes different regions are classified. Vegetation area which is in bright red color in Fig. 9 (a) is classified in Vegetation class (Green color) in Fig. 9 (c). Construction regions are classified as Built-up and shown in Yellow Color in Fig. 9 (c). Water regions from Fig. 9 (a) and Fig. 9 (b) are classified as Water class in Blue Color in Fig. 9 (c). and Soil is classified as Soil class in Brown Color in Fig.9 (c). Clouds and Shadows are classified as unclassified pixels and represented in black color in Fig. 9 (c).

Result of Minimum Distance Classification is displayed in following Fig. 10.

5.4 Classification Enhancement using NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index)

Here NDVI of respective image is used to segment various vegetation areas. With this separation will take place among different regions and classification result will be enhanced.

NDVI \[7\][10] value is calculated by using Near Infrared Band and Red Band by using following equation (2).

\[ \text{NDVI} = \frac{\text{Near Infrared Band} - \text{Red Band}}{\text{Near Infrared Band} + \text{Red Band}} \]  

Following are threshold values for NDVI according to type of Vegetation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. No.</th>
<th>Type of Vegetation</th>
<th>NDVI Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dense</td>
<td>NDVI &gt;= 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>0.4 &gt; NDVI &lt; 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sparse</td>
<td>0.2 &gt; NDVI &lt; 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>No vegetation</td>
<td>NDVI &lt; 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The NDVI value ranges from -1 to 1. When there is healthy vegetation, NDVI values are high as large amount of Near-Infrared light is reflected from these regions. For unhealthy vegetation it absorbs large amount of Near-Infrared light so NDVI value is also low or negative. Resultant Image after application of NDVI calculation on input Image Fig. 11 (a) is shown in Fig. 11 (b).

NDVI value calculated for input image shown in Fig. 11 (a) are as follows -1.0, -0.5, -0.02, 0.4, 0.9 so for enhancing classification threshold value chosen is 0.9.

After application of threshold value Classification Image Shown in Fig. 12 (a) is enhanced. Result of enhancement of classification is shown in following Fig. 12 (b).
6. Procedure to create Cloud-Shadow Mask

Proposed System makes use of Quality Assessment (QA) bands to detect pixel values of clouds and shadows to create masks of Cloud and Shadow.
These pixel values are integer values which makes difference between different entities like cloud, cirrus, shadow, snow, terrain occlusion etc. Fig. 13 (a) represents Quality image with different colours, as per interpretations of color, one can see here white color represents clouds, yellow is for cirrus, blue is for shadow[https://www.usgs.gov/media/images/landsat-collection-2-full-resolution-browse-quality-image-designations] [1].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Pixel Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cloud</td>
<td>7072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cirrus</td>
<td>2800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Shadow</td>
<td>6816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cirrus</td>
<td>2976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear Pixels</td>
<td>2720</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Cloud and Shadow Pixels

Pixel values of these regions are identified using value plugin in QGIS and by selecting these pixel values from classification image, Cloud and Shadow masks are prepared. Table 3 depicts pixel values identified. Cloud and Shadow mask generated is shown in Fig. 14 (f) for input image acquired on 26-4-2017 by using pixel values identified from QBA.

By using the method mentioned above proposed system prepares cloud and shadow masks for other input images acquired on 31-7-2017 and 29-4-2018. Fig. 15 shows resultant images required to generate cloud and shadow mask for Input Image Acquired on 31-7-2017.
Fig. 15. Cloud and Shadow Mask Generated for Input Image Acquired on 31-7-2017

Fig. 16 shows resultant images required to generate cloud and shadow mask for Input Image Acquired on 29-4-2018. This image is called as Reference image used to replace pixels of cloud contamination from 26/4/207 and 31/7/2017. This image is having lower cloud cover i.e., 0.3 %. Next section shows process of removal and replacement of cloud and shadow contaminated pixels.
7. Removal and Replacement of Cloud-Shadow Contaminated Pixels

From Cloud and Shadow Mask image acquired on 26-4-2017, pixels which are having zero value is identified, then same pixel value from a cloud and Shadow Mask acquired on 29-4-2018

![Cloud and Shadow Removal from classification image](image)

Fig. 17. Cloud and Shadow Removal from classification image of an Input Image Acquired on 26-4-2017 (a) Input Classification Image (b) Cloud and Shadow Removal from Classification image.

Reference image, is checked if it is not zero then pixel of 26-4-2017 is replaced with same pixel 29-4-2018 otherwise if reference image pixel is having zero value, then the pixel of 26-4-2017 is replaced by same pixel of cloud and shadow mask image of 31-7-2017. The process shown in Fig. 3 is applied to remove and replace cloud and shadow contaminated pixels.

Same procedure is used to remove pixels with zero values from Cloud and Shadow Mask image of acquired Input Image on 31-7-2017 by using reference image and Cloud and Shadow mask image of acquired Input Image on 26-4-2017

Result of removal of cloud and shadow from classification images are shown in Fig. 17 (b) and Fig. 18 (b). Some of the pixels are remaining unclassified in Fig. 18 (b) as amount of cloud are dense in an Input image acquired on 31-7-2017, so this is one of the limitations of proposed system.

8. Accuracy Assessment

An Error Matrix is used for Accuracy assessment calculation pixel wise. Error Matrix represents rows and columns with number of classes present in data. Training data (Map Image) is represented using columns, which is known as true values.
Table 4. Accuracy Assessment

Table 5 and Fig. 19 is the comparison of accuracy assessment of different cloud removal techniques used over LANDSAT8/OLI/TIRS data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Removal Techniques [25][26]</th>
<th>Overall Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 ACCA (Automated Cloud Cover Assessment)</td>
<td>83.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 ISODATA (Unsupervised Classification with Four Bands, and clusters used 150)</td>
<td>84.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 CFMask T-Cirrus (C implementation of Function of Mask using Cirrus Band)</td>
<td>85.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 SVM (Support Vector Machine) with four bands, samples used in training - 240</td>
<td>85.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 CFMask NT (Nonthermal C implementation of Function of Mask)</td>
<td>79.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 FT-ACCA (Fixed Temperature-Automated Cloud Cover Algorithm)</td>
<td>74.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 CART by using four bands and samples in training - 220</td>
<td>81.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 LAR-CCA (Landsat 8 Surface Reflectance Code (LaSRC) Cloud Cover Algorithm (CCA))</td>
<td>73.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 QUEST four Bands, samples in training - 100</td>
<td>84.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 SEE5 based on Machine Learning and regression</td>
<td>85.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Proposed Method by using Minimum Distance, NDVI and BQA to detect and remove Cloud and Shadows with 204,048 training samples and 7 bands</td>
<td>86.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Analysis on Overall Accuracy of different cloud removal techniques

Fig. 19. Comparison of Proposed Method of Cloud and Shadow Removal with Existing Methods.
The resultant data of mapped classes generated through proposed system is represented in rows. Accuracy assessment [24] is calculated based on values present in an error matrix. Different accuracy metrics are allowed to be calculated by using error matrix. Accuracy metrics such as overall accuracy, UA (User Accuracy), PA (Producer’s Accuracy), Kappa Hat Statistics, Omission as well as Commission Errors can be calculated. Reference is Training dataset of Map Image. Classification dataset of pixels (Removed Cloud and Shadow) is assessed with Training dataset. In highlighted rows it shows that these pixels are correctly classified. Accuracy from user perspective is UA (User accuracy) and Accuracy from Producer’s Perspective is PA (Producer Accuracy), UA of proposed system is 79.15% and PA is 69.71%. From User’s Perspective accuracy of classification is more than Producer’s Perspective. Errors of Omission is 30.29 % which are the reference pixels that were left out (or omitted) from the correct class in the classified map. Error of Commission is 17.73 % which are the pixels that are classified as to reference area that were left out (or omitted) from the correct class in the classified map. Kappa coefficient of 0.71 implies that the classification process was avoiding 71 % of the error that a completely random classification would generate. A value close to 1 indicates that the classification is significantly better than random. Overall Accuracy is 86.02 % which describes that correctly mapped pixels from reference area.

From table 5 and Fig. 19, it can be observed that almost every algorithm can perform well and accuracy achieved for proposed method is also acceptable. In classification algorithms accuracy depends on the number of training samples. Accuracy assessment of proposed method is calculated for 204048 pixels in training data. If number of pixels are increased in training sample, result of accuracy will be more desirable.

Conclusion

Present article, represents an application of Supervised Classification to Detect and Remove Cloud and Shadow from a Classification Image. Detection and Removal of cloud and shadow is proposed by using combination of Band-2 to Band-7 LANDSAT8 OLI/TIRS. Dark Object Subtraction is used to remove extra darkness occurred due to atmospheric interference. Minimum Distance Algorithm is used for Classification of an Image. Classification is Enhanced with NDVI calculation. BQA is used for pixel identification to prepare Cloud and Shadow Mask. Cloud and Shadow contaminated pixels are removed with Reference Image. Accuracy Assessment is calculated for 204048 pixels in training data. Even though 30.29 % pixels were left in terms of Omission Error and 17.73 % pixels left in commission Error, total Accuracy is more than 85% for selected Land Cover Scene i.e., 86.02 %. Kappa Hat statistics is also closer to one i.e., 0.71%. By comparing proposed system’s accuracy with existing algorithms, it can be concluded as, performance of proposed system is acceptable and Overall accuracy can be improved by reducing number of pixels left out in Omission as well as Commission Error.
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